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With recent issues of personal information sharing from both online

and offline sources making headlines, individuals are becoming more

aware of information privacy. These concerns often come from popular

social networking sites and new location aware services, the bulk of

what online users are participating in. However, little has been

attempted to acknowledge these concerns and implement some type of

legal protection for our online personas. There must be some response

to individuals’ privacy concerns and how the users conceptualize

privacy.

In our research, we came up with a basis that allows us to review

theories of internet privacy. We created a command-line tool in python

that queries Yahoo! Answers database for relevant questions about

privacy. We will use this data in order to understand existing

conceptions of privacy and the methods used by individuals to

conserve and protect their personal information.

Once connecting to the Yahoo! Answers database, we were able to gather some

results and parse those results to gather information relevant to our research. By doing

so we were able to analyze the questions using Many Eyes and come up with a few

conclusions. By the types of keywords we used, the data had a lot of information

linked with Facebook. This is surprising since this is a Yahoo! web service, so we

were expecting more questions concerning Yahoo!. This might have been from people

actually concerned about privacy issues over their Facebook accounts, or an overspill

of questions directed to Facebook that were not dealt with at their site.

For future research we plan on creating a taxonomy of privacy terms and phrases. I

would also try to improve the code to run more efficiently by gathering the data much

faster. Also, I would like to join the graduate mentors on continuing to analyze

people’s concerns and issues about internet privacy, to review and possibly come up

with some theories to protect online users’ privacy.
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In order create our command-line tool, we followed this overall

process:

•Phase 1: Create a script to manually query Yahoo! Answers’ database

with a single term that returns results

•Phase 2: Create a database using MySQL to send and store results

•Phase 3: Make the script automatically run on a daily basis
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Connecting to Yahoo!
 XML: Allows user created tags, which enabled us to create two XML

files (config.xml & categories.xml) and works well with minidom

 Urllib: Preinstalled library containing predefined functions for use with

URLs. Used two primary functions: urlopen(), which opens the Request

URL, and urlencode(), which converts the parameters to a url-encoded

string capable of passing through urlopen().

 Parameters: Used the following API specified parameters: query,

search_in, sort, appid, start, and results.

Parsing the Data
 Reasons: Convert from XML to plain text format and get rid of

information unnecessary to our research.

 Necessary Information: Subject, Question ID, Timestamp, Content,

Chosen Answer, Category, and Link.

Minidom: Enables searching through parent and children nodes of the

XML formatted data in order to search for the desired element. Extracted

the data and converted it to a plain text format. More efficient for a large

amount of query terms.

Why Yahoo! Answers?
Yahoo! Answers enables its users to ask and answer questions about

issues or concerns of interest. Within this database we want to gather

people’s real world questions based on internet and information

privacy. This data is well structured, open to the public, and available

through the Yahoo! Answers Application Programming Interface (API).

The API is a tool for developers to use Yahoo! Answers’ content and
services for the development of their own program.

Example of parsed results in the terminal
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Many Eyes Tag Cloud Visualization
Many Eyes is a data visualization tool that allows users to upload data

and create a graphical representation. The tag cloud visualization is based

on how often words appear in a text. The relationship between a word

and its frequency within the text is proportional to the size of the word.


